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ABSTRACT. Purpose. To examine: whether differences in heart rate variability (HRV) can distinguish sub- from supra-ventilatory-threshold exercise and whether the exercise duration at suprathreshold intensity alters cardio-respiratory synchronization.



Methods. Beat-to-beat RR interval, VO2, VCO2, VE and blood lactate concentration of eleven healthy well-trained young subjects were collected during two exercise tests: 1) a moderate intensity test: fifteen minutes performed below the power at ventilatory threshold (pVT). 2) A heavy intensity test: above pVT until exhaustion. Fast Fourier Transform, Smoothed Pseudo Wigner-Ville Distribution and Complex Demodulation were applied to RR time series.



Results. 1) Moderate exercise shows a prevalence of low frequency (LF) spectral energy compared to the high frequency (HF) one (LF = 80 ± 10 % vs. HF = 20 ± 10 %, p < 0.001), whereas the reverse is observed during heavy exercise (LF = 11 ± 8 % vs. HF = 89 ± 8 %, p < 0.001). 2) During heavy exercise, the HF amplitude and the tidal volume (Vt) remained constant whereas the breathing frequency (BF) increased (BF: 0.70 ± 0.18 vs. 0.93 ± 0.31, p < 0.01) and mean RR decreased (342 ± 15 vs. 317 ± 16, p < 0.01). Despite the RR series and the breathing signal remaining synchronized, HR/BF ratio decreased and stabilized at 3 RR for 1 breathing cycle, whatever the initial ratio.



Conclusion. 1°) heart rate variability (HRV) allows to differentiate sub- from supraventilatory-threshold exercise 2) exercise duration at supra-threshold intensity does not alter the cardio-respiratory synchronization.



Key words : Cardio-respiratory interactions - Breathing frequency – Spectral analysis –Time frequency analysis.
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Introduction



Paragraph n°: 1. Heart rate variability (HRV) analysis has been broadly used in sports science to assess the autonomic control of heart rate (HR) at rest (15, 24, 25) and during moderate exercise (10, 20), whereas it has been less studied during heavy exercise (i.e. with exercise intensity above ventilatory threshold).



Paragraph n°: 2. In healthy subjects, the spectral analysis of short-term HRV recordings (5 to 20 minutes), provides two main frequency peaks: A high frequency peak (HF) corresponding to the breathing frequency (BF), — i.e. usually between 0.2 Hz at rest and to 1 Hz during severe exercise —. This phenomenon is called “respiratory sinus arrhythmia” (RSA). The HF peak resulting mainly from baroreflex buffering changes induced by the mechanical effect of breathing (30) is mediated by cardiac parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) activity (12, 23). Another peak can be found within the low frequency band (LF) (close to 0.1 Hz). It is now admitted that this LF variability is induced by both sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and PNS cardiovascular control (12, 23, 29).



Paragraph n°: 3. Cardio-respiratory (CR) interactions have been also investigated by spectral analysis. The breathing pattern has a strong effect on HF HRV in resting subjects with the spectral energy in the HF band decreasing when breathing frequency (BF) increases and increasing when tidal volume (Vt) increases (16, 18). The effect of exercise intensity on breathing pattern is also well known. At low levels of exercise, increasing the work intensity entails an increase in both BF and Vt. At high levels of exercise, increasing the work intensity entails an increase in BF only with Vt remaining constant (8, 13). In addition, during incremental exercise, an increase in sympathetic tone and the withdrawal of parasympathetic
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activity were associated with a decrease in both LF and HF HRV components when gd` qs q` sd (HR), BF and Vt increased (10, 20).



Paragraph n°: 4. However, autonomic cardiovascular control is not the only mechanism which induces HRV. For instance, previous studies of heart transplant recipients showed an expected disappearance of HRV at rest, because of the complete denervation of the graft (1, 4). However, during exercise HRV appeared unexpectedly and was related to the effect of breathing (4). In healthy subjects, during heavy exercise i.e. at a work rate higher than the power at ventilatory threshold, cardiac vagal control is no longer effective (27). While vagal withdrawal is conflicting with an increase in HF-HRV, the large hyperventilation induced by heavy exercise could be the result of a mechanical effect on the sinus node, inducing an increase in HF-HRV (like in heart transplant recipients). During the inspiration phase, the expansion of the ribcage induces a decrease in intra-thoracic pressure which in turn increases the venous return and consequently increases the filling of the right pump (27). This increase induces a stretch of the sinus node provoking an increase in the sinus node activity and an increase in HR. During the expiration phase, the emptying of the lungs provokes the opposite effect with a decrease in HR. In agreement with this hypothesis, others showed that the sinus node could in fact work like a stretch receptor (17).



Paragraph n°: 5. To our knowledge, short-term HRV during sub- vs. supra-ventilatory threshold has not been investigated and gives the opportunity to compare two different conditions of cardiac control. In agreement with the conclusion of Casadei et al. (6, 7), we hypothesize that HRV could be mainly generated by neural mechanisms at rest and also during moderate exercise whereas the residual HRV remaining during heavy exercise could be due to the mechanical effect of breathing on the sinus node. Therefore, the aim of the present study is twofold: 1) to compare HRV spectral components during steady state
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exercise, at two different exercise intensities corresponding to sub- (moderate exercise) and supra-ventilatory threshold (heavy exercise). 2) To study the effect of exercise duration on HRV and dynamic cardio-respiratory interactions by analyzing the instantaneous spectral parameters (amplitude, frequency, phase) and comparing spectral energies at the beginning and at the end of the heavy exercise test, since changes in BF during heavy exercise could entail a modification of the HRV components (8, 13).



Methods



Rt aidbsr-



Paragraph n°: 6. Eleven healthy well-trained pubertal subjects (9 males and 2 females; 14.6 ± 1.1 years) participated in this study. These subjects were regional elite triathletes. All subjects were free of cardiac and pulmonary disease. The anthropometric and physiological characteristics of the subjects are summarized in Table 1 . Before participation, each subject was familiarized with the experimental procedure and informed of the risks associated with the protocol. All subjects gave their written voluntary informed consent in accordance with the guidelines of the Hôpital St Louis (Paris).



Experimental design



Paragraph n°: 7. Subjects performed two sets of exercise at four days interval in the upright position on an electronically braked bicycle ergometer (ERGOLINE 900, Hellige, Markett, USA). Seat and handlebar heights were set for each subject and kept constant during all tests, as was the pedaling frequency, which was selected by each subject at a rate between 70 and 110 revolutions.min-1.
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Paragraph n°: 8. The first exercise protocol was an incremental test to determine the power at ventilatory threshold (PVT) and the power at VO2MAX (PVO2MAX). According to the performance level of the subjects, the initial power was set between 30 - 80 watts and was increased by 15 watts every minute. VO2MAX was defined as the highest oxygen uptake obtained in two successive 15 second-interval periods during the incremental test with a respiratory exchange ratio (RER = VCO2 / VO2) greater than 1.1, a blood lactate greater than 8 mmol.L-1 and a heart-rate peak at least equal to 90% of the age-predicted maximum. A plateau of VO2 was assumed if the VO2 of the last stage was not greater than the previous one by 1.75 mL.min-1.kg-1. PVO2MAX was defined as the lowest power associated with VO2MAX (5). The power at the ventilatory threshold (PVT) was detected using the V-slope method which computes a regression analysis of the slopes of the CO 2 uptake (VCO2) vs. O2 uptake (VO2) plot (3). The beginning of the excess CO2 output determines PVT.



Paragraph n°: 9. During the second exercise protocol, subjects performed a 15 minutes warm-up on a bicycle ergometer at a work rate corresponding to 30 % below PVT (P-30) immediately followed by an all-out constant-load exercise at 10 % above PVT (P +10).



Data collection procedures



Paragraph n°: 10. Time series. R-R intervals were recorded beat to beat using an S 810 gd` qs q` sd monitor, (Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz from EKG signal providing an accuracy of 1 ms for each RR period.



Paragraph n°: 11. Gas measurements. VO2, VCO2, and VE were performed throughout each test using a telemetric system (K4b2, COSMED, Rome, Italy) (19). Expired gases were measured breath by breath and averaged every 5 seconds. The response time of the oxygen and carbon dioxide analyzers were less than 120 milliseconds to reach 90% of the flow
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sample.. The time delay of the gas analyzer (time necessary for the gas to transit through the sampling line before being analyzed) was about 500 ms. This time delay was automatically assessed and taken into account in the metabolic calculations. The algorithms used in the K4B2 for the determination of ventilatory threshold have been implemented according to Beaver et al method (3). Before each test, the O2 analysis system was calibrated using ambient air (20.9% O2 and 0.04 % CO2) and calibration gas (12.01 % O2 and 5 % CO2). The calibration of the turbine flow-meter of the analyzer was performed with a 3-L syringe (QUINTON INSTRUMENTS, Seattle).



Paragraph n°: 12. Measurements of Blood Lactate concentration. Capillary blood samples were taken from the ear lob using a Lactate Pro LT (ARKAY INC., Kyoto, Japan) (26). For the incremental test, samples were taken at rest, in the last 30-s of each stage while sustaining the work rate, and at two, and four minutes after the end of the incremental test. For the P-30 work rate, samples were taken at rest, at 30-s before and 5-min after the end of the P-30 exercise test. For the P+10 work rate, samples were taken at rest, in the last 30-s of every three minutes, at exhaustion, two and four minutes after the end of the P+10, exercise test.



Paragraph n°: 13. Anthropometry. Height and weight were measured before and after each test. Five skin-fold measurements were taken (triceps, biceps, suprailiac, subscapular, and mid-thigh) with % body fat computed using the Durnin and Womersley’s formula (11).



Raw cardiac data processing



Paragraph n°: 14. Signal processing was performed with LARY_CR, INRIA product developed in the scientific environment SCICOS-SCILAB (22). All time series (RR, BF, Vt) were resampled at 8-Hz, by interpolation of a third order spline function to obtain equidistant data. The RR time series were then prefiltered by pass-band Finite Impulsionnel Response
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filters (FIR) corresponding to HF and LF frequency bands, in order to reduce noise and obtain a merely mono-component signal in each band. The LF band was set between 0.04 and 0.15Hz as recommended by the Task Force (29). The HF band was set between 0.15 and 1.5Hz depending on the subjects BF. Frequency, time and time-frequency methods were then applied to the RR time series in the different conditions. For a first overall comparison of the HRV response below and above PVT work rates, a frequency method, the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was applied on the RR time series. This spectral analysis method assuming the signal is stationary, provides averaged frequency domain parameters, but neglects timevarying phenomenons (13). To assess the behavior overtime of the CR parameters with the above PVT work rate conditions, a time-frequency method, the Smoothed Pseudo WignerVille Distribution (SPWVD), and a time method, the Complex DeModulation (CDM), were jointly used (22). These methods are briefly described below.



Spectral analysis



Paragraph n°: 15. E` rs Ent qhdq Sq` mrenql ' EES(



Sgd EES v ` r bnl ot sdc nm 3 minutes RR time series- The energy has been computed by integration of the power spectral density (PSD) in the LF and HF range as follows (9, 10, 29):



LF



=



0 . 15



∑



f = 0 . 04



PSD . ∆ f



and



HF



=



1



∑



PSD . ∆ f



f = 0 . 15



Paragraph n°: 16. The measure of the energy contained in LF and HF bands is usually expressed in spectral energy unit (i. e. ms²; 9, 10, 20). However, the LF and HF components can be normalized (9, 10, 20) and expressed in % of the total short-term spectral energy (LF + HF) as follows:
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and



HFn = 100.HF / (LF + HF)



Smoothed Pseudo Wigner-Ville Distribution (SPWVD) and Bnl okdwCdL nct k` shnm ' BCL (-



Paragraph n°: 17. SPWVD and CDM have been already used in cardiovascular applications (14, 21, 22). They provide an instantaneous and continuous assessment of spectral parameters, allowing to follow the spectral changes over time. They use the analytic signal of the RR series, i.e. its real and imaginary parts provided by the Hilbert Transform (22). Of particular interest were the instantaneous amplitudes of the HF and LF RR components (IAmp_HFRR , IAmp_LFRR), the frequencies of the HF component (IF_HFRR) and the phases between the HF component and the respiratory signal (IPh_HFCR ).



Paragraph n°: 18. The CDM provides a continuous evaluation of the amplitude, frequency and phase. RR time series were first filtered around the central BF in order to extract the envelope and phase. Since it was not possible to access the raw respiratory signal, the real modulation of breathing was not provided (22). However, since the K4 gives the instantaneous BF, a more classical approach was adopted by fixing the central frequency in a narrow band corresponding to the BF variations for each subject (14). The IPh_HFCR was obtained by multiplying the RR phase (arctan(imagRR/irealRR)) with a complex oscillator at the central BF.



Paragraph n°: 19. The SPWVD provides a continuous evaluation of the amplitude and frequency, giving nearly “instantaneous” complex FFT spectrum for each beat, with a high resolution achieved by independent time and frequency smoothing. In this study, a spectrum of 1024 frequency values was obtained every 0.125 sec. Furthemore, the SPWVD provides two indices, related to the signal noise (Inoise) and to the spectrum dispersion (Idisp),
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respectively validating the measurements of instantaneous parameters even in conditions of reduced variability such as in the P+10 period (22).



Statistical Analysis .



Paragraph n°: 20. Non parametric Wilcoxon paired test was used to analyze:



1.



The effect of work rate on HRV components by comparing RR, HFRR, LFRR in absolute and normalized values between P-30 and P+10.



2. The time effect on HRV and breathing components during heavy exercise by comparing RR, BF, Vt, Iamp_LFRR, Iamp_HFRR, IF_HFRR and the HR/BF ratio (number of cardiac beats in one respiratory cycle) between the beginning and the end of the P+10 exercise test. These components were averaged over one minute at the beginning and at the end of the P+10 exercise test. A linear regression test was used to describe the continuous time evolution of the P+10 exercise test parameters,.



Paragraph n°: 21. IPh_HF CR does not require any statistical analysis since the occurrence (or not) of sudden shifts over several seconds is only of interest.



Qdrt ksr



Blood lactate concentration.



Paragraph n°: 22. Measures of blood lactate concentration during exercise confirmed that P-30 and P+10 lactate levels (2.26 ± 1.65 vs. 11.35 ± 3.83 mmol.L -1, p < 0.001) corresponded to work rates below and above anaerobic threshold respectively (4 mmol.L-1).
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Effect of work rate on HRV components.



Paragraph n°: 23. As expected, mean RR was significantly lower during P -30 compared to P+10, (316 ± 15 ms vs 508 ± 40 ms, p 
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